
Comments

So, why not take a few minutes to see
what other homeschoolers are saying

about Resurrection to Reformation?
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“Heart of Dakota has been such a blessing to my family. 
Last year was my first year homeschooling, and Heart 
of Dakota made it so easy and enjoyable.  This year we 
are using Resurrection to Reformation, and I have enjoyed 

watching my daughter learn so much and become 
more independent in her studies.  Thank you for such a 

wonderful and God-honoring curriculum!”
Mindy in Shreveport, Louisiana

“What drew us into Resurrection to Reformation...the 
great books. We are using the extension package, as well 

as the basic, and my son enjoys all the books -- even 
Shakespeare!!!  We have learned so much about this 
time period, and more importantly the information 
sticks with my son, since he’s learning through living 

books.  He’s often saying, “Hey, mom, did you know...?”
I remain amazed at how you find such great books

for your curriculum!”
Michelle in Amana, Iowa

“Our family started Heart of Dakota with Creation to 
Christ.  Resurrection to Reformation has been an amazing 
continuation of understanding God’s hand in history! 
Exploring the Middle Ages and the Reformation has 

given our whole family a greater understanding of the 
world we are living in right now.  The beautiful notebook 
pages have helped us record what we are learning, giving 

us something to review when dad gets home.  The 
books, the maps, and the history projects make our 

day fun and interesting! Resurrection to Reformation has 
brought to life a time period that has, up until now, been 

a mystery to me!  I am learning as much as the kids, 
which makes our family so much closer. 

Thank you Heart of Dakota!”
Anne in Lindale, Texas

“Resurrection to Reformation is awesome! The books and 
projects are every bit as wonderful as those within the 
younger Heart of Dakota guides.  Independence is one 

of the many skills that is taught through this guide.  
Because of this new found independence, I love watching 
my daughter get excited about what she is learning.  She 
is always anxious and ready to share all of the amazing 

facts she has learned through Resurrection to Reformation. 
Thanks again for another amazing guide!” 

Patti in Orangefield, Texas

“I love how Resurrection to Reformation teaches you how 
to love learning and love God through history.  Heart of 
Dakota chooses the most fun and informative books to 
put in their programs.  Since I’ve started using Heart of 

Dakota, I’ve really grown to love school.  I can’t wait
to use their next program!”

Zarina (student using Resurrection to Reformation) in 
Georgia

        

“We have been so blessed by Resurrection to Reformation 
this year! I love how the information learned is 

intertwined with the truths of God, and then taken 
farther in the Student Notebook encouraging the 

students to picture themselves in the time period and 
simultaneously see God’s hand in it.  This guide really 
builds an independent love of learning and 
independence in coming to know God 
deeper and personally.  We’ll be using 

Resurrection to Reformation again 
when my younger children are 

ready, and honestly
I can’t wait!”

Brenda in Buford, Georgia


